SHADOW: Preventing Row Hammer in DRAM with Intra-Subarray Row Shuffling
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Abstract—As Row Hammer (RH) attacks have been a critical threat to computer systems, numerous hardware-based (HW-based) RH mitigation strategies have been proposed. However, the advent of non-adjacent RH attacks and lower RH thresholds significantly increase the area and performance overhead of these prior solutions due to their conservative design characteristics.

We propose a new in-DRAM RH protection solution named Shuffling Aggressor DRAM Rows (SHADOW). SHADOW dynamically randomizes DRAM row mapping information, preventing an attacker from targeting a specific row that may hold critical data. SHADOW is robust against non-adjacent RH attacks because it utilizes the in-DRAM row-shuffle technique. To realize the in-DRAM row-shuffle operation with low performance and energy overhead, we use a novel DRAM microarchitecture optimization technique. We also utilize the recently introduced JEDEC RFM interface to enable in-DRAM RH mitigation without any DRAM interface changes. By exploiting an additional DRAM row per subarray, SHADOW does not require costly SRAM- or CAM-based tracking structures other than intrinsic counters for the RFM interface. We demonstrate the strong probabilistic protection of SHADOW against RH attacks through adversarial pattern analysis and highlight the compelling performance, area, and energy overheads compared to those of state-of-the-art HW-based RH prevention solutions.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Row Hammer (RH) phenomenon is a DRAM reliability problem in which frequent activations on a specific (aggressor) row result in bit-flips in its nearby (victim) rows. It has been a critical threat to computer systems since its public demonstration in 2014 [45]. Recent changes in DRAM fabrication process scaling resulted in even worse vulnerabilities, i.e., RH occurring with even fewer activations [20], [43] (lower RH threshold, henceforth $H_{crit}$), and RH victims being affected by non-adjacent RH attacks [43], [47].

The main reason why the RH phenomenon does not end at the reliability issue but has remained an infamous security vulnerability is that the attacker can trigger targeted bit-flips on a specific target row. When the specific row is sprayed carefully to hold some critical data, the attacker can pose various security threats, such as achieving privilege escalation, executing a cross-VM attack, and acquiring prohibited information [1], [7], [9], [13], [14], [19], [22], [23], [27], [31], [49], [65], [69], [83], [86], [87], [92], [95], [96], [99].

In attempts to prevent RH and related attacks, numerous hardware RH protection solutions [39], [41], [44], [45], [52], [55], [62], [72], [74], [76], [80], [80], [94], [98] have been proposed. However, most state-of-the-art works require expensive counter structures based on SRAM or content-addressable memory (CAM). If implemented on the memory controller (MC) [62], [67], [72], the result is a conservative design to support attached DRAM devices and a low RH threshold in what can be considered as a ‘pessimistic’ manner. DRAM-side implementations [44], [55] are limited by stringent area budgets. Moreover, the recent trend of lowering the RH threshold values [43] also exposes scalability challenges, as doing so often requires nearly exponential growth in the number of required counters.

The advent of non-adjacent RH-based attacks [43], [47] (henceforth blast-attacks) poses a new threat to the RH protection solutions. Although previously proposed solutions can be modified to protect against such attacks, such protection comes at the cost of a degraded effective $H_{crit}$ and higher performance and energy costs per mitigating action [44], [62].

To prevent RH robustly even under these unfavorable conditions, such as low RH thresholds and blast-attacks, we propose a holistic RH defense solution, dubbed SHADOW (Shuffling Aggressor DRAM Rows). SHADOW provides a strong RH defense capability against blast-attacks by breaking the spatial adjacency between attackers and victims through row shuffling. Specifically, SHADOW exploits the new refresh management (RFM) command supported by the DDR5 JEDEC standard and enhances the DRAM microarchitecture to randomize the physical address to DRAM address (PA-to-DMA) mapping dynamically and then to transparently transfer the data of remapped rows via high-throughput in-DRAM row-copy operations [10], [75].

As such, SHADOW provides near-complete probabilistic RH protection at a low performance cost with row-shuffle and grants two major advantages over the other mitigating actions of target-row-refresh (TRR) [44], [52], [62], [76] or throttling [94]. First, SHADOW breaks the physical adjacency between aggressor and victim rows, preventing an attacker from targeting a particular victim row using a fixed PA. Second, it provides strong protection against blast-attacks because it protects multiple rows in the RH-affected range (henceforth blast radius) by moving the location of the aggressor row rather than those of the victim rows. The prior row-shuffle-based RH mitigation scheme, Randomized Row-Swap (RRS) [72], is another probabilistic RH-protection scheme exploiting row
shuffling. However, its row-swap operation incurs high performance overhead due to its long latency and memory-channel-blocking operations [53], [74].

SHADOW can be implemented in DRAM with negligible area, performance, and energy costs compared with other RH defense techniques, without modifying the memory interface. SHADOW stores all PA-to-DA mapping information in a spare-row-like [40], [81] DRAM remapping row instead of populating expensive SRAM or CAM in a DRAM [6] or an MC [72]. Based on the fact that each subarray holds its own row buffer, we also propose subarray-pairing, a novel DRAM microarchitecture optimization strategy that pairs every two subarrays. Each paired subarray holds the other subarray’s remapping information to minimize the timing overhead incurred when reading the remapping row. SHADOW also improves its protection capability by employing a low-cost intra-subarray incremental refresh scheme. Finally, SHADOW uses the RFM command of the recent JEDEC standard [34]–[37], without the need for a change in the MC-to-DRAM interface.

Based on our analysis, SHADOW provides an RH-induced bit-flip probability of less than 1% per year per DDR5 rank, with a less than 3% performance degradation even on highly memory-intensive workloads at 4K $H_{cnt}$. We also demonstrate that SHADOW is less vulnerable to blast-attacks than other RFM-based RH defense techniques, with a negligible change in the protection capability and minimal performance degradation, even when the blast radius increases. SHADOW requires an additional 0.47% of area overhead of the DRAM chip size, with 0.6% DRAM capacity overhead for additional rows, including the remapping rows. Unlike most prior works, SHADOW’s area overhead is fixed regardless of $H_{cnt}$, not requiring an additional SRAM- or CAM-based counter table besides the intrinsic counters for the RFM interface.

The key contributions of this paper are as follows:

- We propose SHADOW, a new in-DRAM RH-prevention solution using the JEDEC RFM interface, exploiting a row-shuffle operation that dynamically breaks the adjacency of an aggressor row and the corresponding victim rows.
- We implement row-shuffle inside DRAM subarrays by storing remapping information per subarray without the need of an additional SRAM or CAM structure, minimizing the overhead through microarchitecture optimization.
- We show that SHADOW has a negligible impact on performance and power consumption by conducting actual system experiments and architectural simulations.

II. BACKGROUND

A. DRAM Organization

A DRAM-based main-memory system is hierarchically composed of channels, ranks, and banks connected to memory controllers (MCs), as shown in Figure 1. A bank is composed of multiple subarrays, each of which is a 2D array of rows and columns of DRAM cells indexed by wordlines and bitlines, respectively. One bitline sense amplifier (BLSA or local row buffer) is utilized per column of a subarray and is connected to the global IO (GIO) via the local IO (LIO). During every activation of a row, the global row decoder selects a subarray and the local row decoder selects a specific row.

Following the primary-secondary communication protocol of DDR memory interfaces, an MC issues DRAM commands to a DRAM device in a synchronous manner, with JEDEC-specified fixed timings [34], [35]. $t_{CCD}$ is the minimum time interval between an activate (ACT) and a read (RD) command. $t_{RAS}$ is the row restoration time, and $t_{RP}$ is the precharge (PRE) time. $t_{AA}$ is the time between the RD command and when the data return from a DRAM device. Two consecutive RD commands to the same bank should be separated by $t_{CCD}$.

DRAM periodically refreshes each cell by means of an auto-refresh step because its cells leak charge over time. The MC sends a refresh command every refresh interval ($t_{REFI}$), granting refresh cycle time ($t_{RFC}$) slack to DRAM. The auto-refresh operations cause each cell to be refreshed once every $t_{REFW}$. Recently, a refresh management (RFM) interface was introduced in DDR5, especially for RH-mitigation purposes [35]. Following this interface, a small per-bank ACT counter (called RAA count) exists at the MC. When the ACT count reaches a predefined threshold (RAAIMT), the MC issues an RFM command to the corresponding DRAM bank, provisioning a predefined time margin ($t_{RFM}$). Table I summarizes the terminologies and abbreviations.

B. DRAM Address Mapping

The MC translates the received physical address (PA) from a host processor to a specific DRAM device address (DA). A memory request is sent to specific DRAM cells based on
the processor-specific way of dividing the PA into a tuple of channel, rank, bank, row, and column indices, allowing the processor to exploit parallelism [3], [28], [65]. When a PA arrives at a DRAM device, more complexity arises because DRAM manufacturers exploit additional spare rows and columns to remap faulty cells during the post-manufacturing process [33], [35] for better resilience [81]. Despite these complexities in PA-to-DA mapping, these issues are mostly static in nature. Prior studies have demonstrated that it is possible to reverse-engineer the PA tuple structures of the processors using the timing side channels or by means of physical probing [45], [50], [65], [83].

C. Row Hammer Attacks

Modern DRAM devices are vulnerable to Row Hammer (RH) attacks that flip bits in arbitrary DRAM cells. RH attacks exploit the electrical interference between two physically adjacent DRAM rows by repeatedly activating a specific (aggressor) row to cause bit-flips of its physically adjacent (victim) rows. RH is a critical threat to computer systems due to the threat of bit-flips on any row, leading to system integrity failures. The minimum ACT count to incur the RH phenomenon is referred to as the Hammer Count ($H_{cnt}$) [43].

An RH attack consists of a memory templating step and a bit-flip triggering step. First, memory templating gains control over the DRAM rows that are to be repeatedly accessed [16], [47], [65], [85], [86]. An attacker can infer the adjacency of DRAM rows by leveraging previously disclosed information [28] or by reverse-engineering static PA-to-DA mappings [65], allowing the attacker to accelerate the memory templating process.

In the second step, the attacker generates memory access requests repetitively to trigger RH bit-flips. Exploiting the information from the templating phase, memory massaging techniques [16], [47], [49], [69], [85], [86] are often used to allocate the desired data on a vulnerable victim row. Then, the attacker can generate sophisticated access patterns [16], [20], [26], [32], [47] that cause hammering on the victim row (e.g., double-sided attacks, many-sided attacks, and blast-attacks), sometimes even bypassing [16], [20] or abusing [47] any currently implemented RH protection scheme [26].

D. Threat Model

We assume the following threat model: 1) more than $H_{cnt}$ activations on the aggressor row within the refresh interval (tREFW) cause bit-flips in the corresponding adjacent victim rows; 2) the aggressor row also affects non-adjacent rows within a short distance (blast-attack), where the effect is halved as the distance increases [43], [94]; 3) the specific subarray’s aggressor row does not affect other subarrays’ rows [93]; 4) the attacker can control the physical address of the system and is aware of the initial static mapping of the DRAM system (i.e., physical adjacency information between rows) [26], [32], [47], [63], [65], [90]. Therefore, the attacker can perform a sophisticated RH attack by exploiting the effect of the blast radius.

III. PRIOR HW-BASED RH MITIGATION SCHEMES

This section describes prior HW-based RH mitigation schemes. We categorize them in terms of their mitigating action and the implementation locations, while focusing on robustness against blast-attacks and their counter structures.

A. Mitigating Actions and Robustness against Blast-attacks

Three major mitigating actions have been introduced as a means of RH protection for hardware-based RH protection schemes: an additional refresh of the victim row (TRR), throttling, and row-shuffle.

TRR (target row refresh) refreshes the target row to recharge DRAM cells, which prevents the RH bit-flips if executed at the proper time based on tracking mechanisms [44], [52], [62], [76] or at a high enough frequency based on random selection [45] (Figure 2(a)). TRR can be implemented using the recently introduced RFM command [44], [55] or by modifying the conventional MC to a DRAM interface [62].

Throttling scheme modifies the MC scheduler to identify the thread showing a suspicious memory access pattern. When the hazard is recognized, this method limits the ACT frequency of the corresponding thread or DRAM row [94] by adding delays (Figure 2(b)).

While RH protection schemes based on TRR or throttling possess unique strengths and weaknesses, they share a critical problem known as the blast radius. As PA-to-DA mapping is static, sophisticated blast-attacks can intentionally degrade protection capabilities. Therefore, prior works require modification to their vanilla versions by decreasing the target $H_{cnt}$ [73], [94] and sometimes even requiring multiple mitigating actions for each event [44], [62], leading to exacerbated area, performance, and energy overhead.

Row-shuffle, a recently proposed RH mitigating action, can be a solution for such a drawback [25], [72]. It identifies or samples an aggressor row and swaps its location in the DA with another randomly chosen row in the DA [72] or an additional copy row [25] (Figure 2(c)). Multiple rounds of the row-shuffle operation can dynamically randomize the PA-to-DA mapping and the row adjacency. This randomization prevents an attack from targeting a specific victim row, minimizing the possibility that double-sided attacks or blast-attacks will be successful and thus boosting the protection capability. Moreover, memory
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values, and a wider blast radius. To encounter the scalability challenge \cite{62}, \cite{67}, \cite{72}, \cite{94}, most prior works by the stringent area budget and requires duplicate counter structures for each DRAM device. In fact, most prior works cannot be conducted easily as the attacker does not know which aggressor rows in the PA to hammer in order to induce RH bit-flips on a specific target victim row.

However, existing row-shuffle-based solutions incur serious performance overhead originating from their inefficient row-shuffle operations. For example, the row-shuffle of RRS \cite{72} blocks the corresponding memory channel from processing normal memory requests for 4,000 nanoseconds or more. This memory channel blocking incurs severe increases in the memory access latency and bandwidth, which is unacceptable for latency-critical workloads \cite{53}.

\subsection{Implementation Locations and Counter Structures}

Most state-of-the-art RH protection schemes \cite{44}, \cite{62}, \cite{67}, \cite{72}, \cite{94} require some form of an SRAM- or CAM-based counter structure to track the number of ACTs, which grants them lower performance overhead at the cost of the area overhead. The MC-side implementation \cite{62}, \cite{72}, \cite{94} allows one to take advantage of fast/dense transistors offered by a superior logic process and a large area budget. However, as one MC manages multiple DRAM devices, the total number of required counters must be set pessimistically. For example, RRS \cite{72} requires a 43KB SRAM per bank, meaning more than 20MB SRAM per processor considering 16 DDR5 ranks, which comes close to the last-level cache size. Unlike the MC-side implementation, DRAM-side implementation \cite{44}, \cite{55} has optimization potential if considering chip-specific characteristics. However, DRAM-side implementation is limited by the stringent area budget and requires duplicate counter structures for each DRAM device. In fact, most prior works encounter the scalability challenge \cite{62}, \cite{67}, \cite{72}, \cite{94} of substantial chip area overhead of the counter structure under the recent trend of more DRAM channels, banks, lower $H_{\text{cnt}}$ values, and a wider blast radius.

\section{SHADOW}

We propose a new intra-subarray row-shuffle-based in-DRAM RH mitigation architecture dubbed SHADOW (Shuffling Aggressor DRAM Rows), which provides strong probabilistic protection against various RH attack patterns that exploit PA-to-DA mapping information but that does not require the maintenance of an additional expensive SRAM- or CAM-based ACT tracking table structure.

\subsection{Overview}

SHADOW mitigates RH by dynamically randomizing the spatial adjacency between aggressor and victim rows via an in-DRAM row-shuffle operation without the need for a costly additional counter structure or long latency memory channel blocking. First, to track the PA-to-DA mapping internally, SHADOW stores remapping information by populating an additional row, termed a remapping-row, inside each DRAM subarray. Also, SHADOW does not use a costly SRAM-based ACT tracking table to identify an aggressor row but simply selects random rows to shuffle. Second, the in-DRAM row-shuffle operation takes place upon every RFM command, leveraging the intra-subarray row-copy operation proposed in prior studies \cite{10}, \cite{75} to perform a high-throughput row-shuffle inside a subarray without a data transfer over the MC. To realize the secure and low-overhead RH-protection scheme inside DRAM, we also leverage novel incremental refresh and subarray-pairing strategies as well as other previously suggested techniques. Their implementation details are discussed in Sections V and VI.

Figure 3 shows the operational flow of SHADOW. At every ACT command, SHADOW refers to the remapping-row to translate the PA to the DA. When the ACT count of a specific bank reaches RAAIMT, the MC issues an RFM command providing tRFM slack time for DRAM. Upon receiving the RFM command, SHADOW executes the in-DRAM row-shuffle operation targeting an aggressor and the incremental refresh strategy.

\subsection{High Level Row-Shuffle Operations of SHADOW}

Three different rows participate in a row-shuffle operation: an aggressor row ($\text{Row}_{\text{aggr}}$), a randomly selected row ($\text{Row}_{\text{rand}}$), and an empty row ($\text{Row}_{\text{empt}}$). $\text{Row}_{\text{aggr}}$ is the main target of the row-shuffle, which is randomly selected among recent RAAIMT numbers of activated rows. $\text{Row}_{\text{rand}}$ is another randomly selected row in the same subarray of $\text{Row}_{\text{aggr}}$, which will be shuffled along with $\text{Row}_{\text{aggr}}$, providing
randomness for SHADOW. \( \text{Row}_{\text{empt}} \) serves as a temporary buffer for an efficient row-shuffle with a dynamically changing DA location that is unreachable by the MC.

As depicted in Figure 4, two different row-copies are necessary for each row-shuffle operation at every RFM command. First, \( \text{Row}_{\text{rand}} \) is row-copied to \( \text{Row}_{\text{empt}} \). Second, \( \text{Row}_{\text{aggr}} \) is copied to the previous DA location of \( \text{Row}_{\text{rand}} \). Then, the previous DA location of \( \text{Row}_{\text{aggr}} \) now serves as \( \text{Row}_{\text{empt}} \). After these movements, the remapping-row is updated accordingly to reflect the changed PA-to-DA location. This update preserves the functionality of SHADOW by redirecting the following memory accesses with the prior PAs to utilize the new DA locations. A series of row-shuffle operations leads to randomized PA-to-DA mapping, which changes dynamically at every RFM command.

C. Incremental Refresh

SHADOW also embodies a DA-based incremental refresh scheme to improve the protection capability by limiting the effective duration of an attack, especially on a frequently activated (possibly attacked) subarray. The incremental refresh executes an additional refresh on a row within the subarray where the row-shuffle is executed, in a round-robin fashion upon the DA at every RFM command. This technique shortens the effective refresh window for each row from \( t_{\text{REFW}} \) (typically 64ms or 32ms) to less than a millisecond depending on the workload and SHADOW configuration. Therefore, this counterbalances the fact that the shuffling range of SHADOW is confined in a single subarray, which lowers the RH protection capability compared to a larger shuffling space, such as a whole bank [72]. The detailed impact on security is elaborated in Appendix XI. The performance overhead of the incremental refresh scheme is minimal because it only occurs once at every RFM command, and its latency is partially hidden via subarray-pairing (Section V-B).

D. Implications of Row-Shuffle in DRAM

When performing the row-shuffle operation, SHADOW relies on two distinct factors to achieve solid RH-protection capabilities. First, SHADOW thwarts the concentration of ACTs in a single row by distributing ACTs to multiple rows in the subarray where ACTs occur frequently through row-shuffling, similar to the wear leveling operation of flash memory [11], [59], [89]. Also, in a subarray with a high ACT frequency, the effective number of ACTs in each row is reset to zero within a short time due to the incremental refresh operation. Although the shuffled rows can be accessed again by accident, it is difficult for the effective number of ACTs in the row to reach \( H_{\text{cnt}} \) within that short duration before being reset. We analyze the RH-induced bit-flip probability against adversarial ACT patterns in Section VII-A.

V. HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE OF SHADOW

SHADOW holds the PA-to-DA remapping information of DRAM rows in an additional remapping-row, each specifically provisioned in every subarray. By confining the row-shuffling operation to a single subarray, SHADOW always tracks complete remapping information. We also propose subarray pairing, a microarchitectural optimization scheme that minimizes the timing overhead incurred when reading the remapping-row. Figure 5 describes the high-level architecture of SHADOW.

A. Remapping Row

SHADOW stores the PA-to-DA mapping information in an additional remapping-row of a DRAM subarray. The remapping-row stores the device addresses, and each is indexed by the physical address received from an MC. Based on the ordinary number of rows per subarray (512) and the size of a single row (1KB), only \( 513 \times 9\text{-bit} = 577\text{B} \) of storage is required per subarray as the row-shuffle of SHADOW is confined to a single subarray of 513 rows including \( \text{Row}_{\text{empt}} \). We also store the incremental pointer of each subarray in
the remapping-row, occupying an additional 9 bits. Therefore, complete PA-to-DA mapping information can be comfortably held by a remapping-row 1KB in size. We implement the remapping-row to be inaccessible by the MC to prevent any contamination of the PA-to-DA mapping.

To minimize the latency of accessing the remapping-row, we place it closest to the row-buffer and adopt isolation transistors, which decouple a remapping-row from the rest of the ordinary rows (right of Figure 5). The ACT latency is primarily affected by the difference in capacitance between a bitline and a cell [51], [82] as a BLSA senses the change in the voltage level caused by the sharing of the cell charge with the bitline and amplifies it. An isolation transistor allows cells to share charges only with a short bitline whose capacitance is significantly lower than that of the original bitline when activating a remapping-row. Isolation transistors have already been used to share BLSAs across multiple bitlines in DRAM devices [21] and were exploited in previous studies as well [51], [54], [61], [91], one of which reported an area overhead of 0.8%, including the supporting circuitry [61]. For the open-bitline structure [30] in which a single subarray accesses two different row-buffers on the top and bottom, SHADOW can still preserve its access speed with two remapping-rows on both sides.

B. Subarray Pairing

To reduce the impact when accessing the remapping-row further, we propose a DRAM microarchitecture optimization technique, referred to here as subarray pairing. In SHADOW, every ACT accompanies an additional access to the remapping-row within the DRAM devices, increasing the ACT latency (tRCD). If the target row of an ACT and the corresponding remapping-row are located in the same subarray, the ACT for the target row must wait until the remapping-row is precharged. SHADOW pairs every two subarrays (even and odd subarrays) and places the remapping data of each subarray into the remapping-row of its paired subarray (see Figure 5). With a minor modification, we can concurrently activate a target row and a remapping-row that exist in different subarrays [46]. Then, a target-row ACT can be processed immediately after reading the remapping data without waiting for the PRE of the remapping-row in its pair. Therefore, the restore and PRE time of the remapping-row can be hidden by the ACT time of the target row.

Considering the open-bitline architecture in which two adjacent subarrays share a row buffer, SHADOW pairs two subarrays that sandwich another subarray between them (see Figure 5). Hereafter, the subarray containing the row to be activated by the MC or the row to be RH-mitigated is defined as \( SA_{target} \) (target subarray), and the subarray having the remapping row of the target subarray is defined as \( SA_{pair} \) (paired subarray).

SHADOW adds new signal paths to the subarrays to support subarray pairing. We add a remapping-row activation (RRA) signal to control the remapping-row ACT process that operates differently from other ACTs in the ordinary rows. The local row decoder receiving the RRA signal raises the wordline of the remapping-row, ignoring the address from the global row decoder. The inverse RRA signal turns off the isolation transistor to decouple the remapping-row from the long bitline. Moreover, to transfer the target row in the DA obtained from the remapping-row to \( SA_{pair} \), we add new data paths between each subarray’s LIO and the local row decoder of \( SA_{pair} \). We put a DEMUX and a remapping data transfer (RDT) signal to select whether the LIO is connected to the newly added path (for remapping-row access) or the GIO (for ordinary access). An added MUX determines whether the DA is accepted from the remapping-row or whether the address is accepted from the global row decoder. The inverse RDT signal is used for \( SA_{pair} \) to avoid the simultaneous use of GIO.

C. SHADOW Controller

Each bank has a SHADOW controller that manages DRAM commands, addresses, and newly added signals according to the DRAM internal operation required for the target-row ACT and row-shuffling. First, this controller translates the row address in the PA of the ACT command transmitted from the MC to the corresponding column address in the remapping-row storing the target DA. This column address transfers to the column decoder through a MUX controlled by the remapping-row-column (RRC) signal. The SHADOW controller also manages random numbers for selecting \( Row_{agg} \) and \( Row_{rand} \) for row-shuffling and has latches for temporarily storing their addresses during the row-shuffling operation. The RNG unit in each DRAM chip generates random numbers and securely buffers inside the SHADOW controller in advance to hide the random number generation latency. As default, cryptographically secure PRNG (CSPRNG) based on the PRINCE block cipher [8], [71], [77] is used. Further discussion, including the LFSR-based RNG option, is provided in Section VIII.

VI. DETAILED OPERATION AND TIMING OF SHADOW

In this section, we analyze the operational flows of SHADOW for normal DRAM access and row-shuffle operation. We also calculate their latencies with the corresponding timing parameters.

A. Operation and Timing on ACT

SHADOW affects the normal DRAM access latency because fetching the remapping-row for the PA-to-DA mapping information must precede the processing of every ACT command from an MC (see Figure 6(a)). It does not affect other DRAM commands, such as PRE, RD, or WR, because PRE does not require PA-to-DA mapping to precharge bitlines, and RD/WR targets data in the row buffer.

The required time interval between ACT and the following RD/WR command is defined as tRCD [35]. tRCD can be broken down into multiple steps: i) command and address (C/A) traversal, ii) global row decoding, iii) local row decoding, and iv) activated row sensing. SHADOW requires three additional steps between ii) and iii): remapping-row decoding, remapping-row sensing, and remapping information (the target
B. Operation and Timing on RFM

We describe the detailed operation (Figure 6(b)) and timing (Figure 7) of the row-shuffle and incremental refresh operations of SHADOW, which are executed upon every RFM command. 

Remapping row read: Before initiating any operation at RFM, the remapping-row of $S_{\text{pair}}$ must be read to acquire four types of DA information: $\text{incr}_{\text{ptr}}$, $\text{Row}_{\text{agr}}$, $\text{Row}_{\text{rand}}$, and $\text{Row}_{\text{empt}}$. The latency of activating the remapping-row and reading the first value ($\text{incr}_{\text{ptr}}$ in DA) is $t_{\text{RD}}_{\text{RM}}$. After reading and transmitting the first value to $S_{\text{target}}$, three consecutive reads are executed with proper PA column addresses, reading $\text{Row}_{\text{agr}}$, $\text{Row}_{\text{rand}}$, and $\text{Row}_{\text{empt}}$ into the latches of the SHADOW controller ($t_{\text{AA}} + 3 \times t_{\text{CCD}}_{\text{L}}$).

Incremental refresh: After acquiring the $\text{incr}_{\text{ptr}}$ location, $S_{\text{target}}$ performs an incremental refresh by activating and precharging the pointed row. This process proceeds in parallel with the $S_{\text{pair}}$, which is executing four additional reads. The incremental refresh ends with the additional ($t_{\text{RAS}} + t_{\text{RP}}$) time.

Row-shuffle: Following the incremental refresh, the row-shuffle operation in $S_{\text{target}}$ starts. It consists of two consecutive row copies. The DAs of $\text{Row}_{\text{agr}}$, $\text{Row}_{\text{rand}}$, and $\text{Row}_{\text{empt}}$ are already fetched by this time and stored in the SHADOW controller’s latches during ①. The first row-copy step serves to sense the source row ($\text{Row}_{\text{rand}}$) to the row-buffer, which uses $t_{\text{RAS}}$ [75] to restore the row-buffer fully. After the source row is latched, the wordline of the destination row ($\text{Row}_{\text{empt}}$) is driven to write back the data in the row-buffer to the destination row, which again takes up to $t_{\text{RAS}}$. After a single row-copy, bitlines are precharged ($t_{\text{RP}}$), followed by the subsequent row-copy. Considering two row-copies, the overall execution time is $(4 \times t_{\text{RAS}} + 2 \times t_{\text{RP}})$.

Remapping row write: In $S_{\text{pair}}$, the remapping-row must be updated. The DA values of $\text{incr}_{\text{ptr}}$, $\text{Row}_{\text{agr}}$, $\text{Row}_{\text{rand}}$, and $\text{Row}_{\text{empt}}$ are properly modified in the SHADOW controller and are written back to the remapping-row. Therefore, an additional internal activation for the remapping-row ($t_{\text{RCD}}_{\text{RM}}$) is needed, followed by four consecutive writes ($t_{\text{WR}}_{\text{RM}} + 3 \times t_{\text{CCD}}_{\text{L}}$) and an internal precharge ($t_{\text{RP}}$) operation. $t_{\text{WR}}_{\text{RM}}$ refers to the write recovery time for the remapping-row. However, the latency of updating the remapping-row is fully hidden by the row-shuffle operation in $S_{\text{target}}$.

In conclusion, the total execution time of the row-shuffle operation is $(t_{\text{RD}}_{\text{RM}} + t_{\text{RAS}} + t_{\text{RP}} + 4 \times t_{\text{RAS}} + 2 \times t_{\text{RP}})$.

VII. Evaluation

A. Security Analysis

We analyze the protection capability of SHADOW by calculating the RH-induced bit-flip probability, which reveals the SHADOW configurations for near-complete protection. We stipulate that a probabilistic scheme achieves near-complete protection when the bit-flip probability of a DDR5-4800 rank with 32 banks is less than 1% per year, as in [44, 45, 62, 94]. The bit-flip probability is analyzed with regard
to the bit-flip of any victim row, not a specific victim row. SHADOW prevents a bit-flip of a specific victim row more strongly than prior RH protection schemes that use static PA-to-DA mapping.

**Defining adversarial patterns and attack scenarios:** Upon our threat model, the attacker must rely on one of two different probabilities when forging an effective activation pattern against SHADOW. The former is the probability that the attacker guesses the new location of the shuffled row. The latter is the probability that there are multiple aggressors such that at least one of them does not become the target of a row-shuffle at every RFM unit until a bit-flip occurs.

**Attack scenario I** exploits the former, where the attacker activates a single row within an RFM interval (i.e., the period between two consecutive RFM commands) and alters the PA of the row to be activated in the same subarray when a new RFM interval begins. As any row in the same array can be affected by this type of attack, we calculate the bit-flip probability of this scenario while considering any bit-flip in the subarray. This approach is similar to the birthday-paradox attack pattern in [72]. We exclude the effect where the rows are refreshed due to ACT-PRE during a row-shuffle, thereby conservatively overestimating the possibility of a RH bit-flip.

**Attack scenarios II and III** take advantage of the latter probability, where the attacker activates multiple rows in the PA simultaneously. The attacker relies on the possibility that the activated aggressor will not become the row-shuffle target upon an RFM command. We again overestimated the RH bit-flip possibility by excluding cases in which the row-shuffle operation refreshes the victim row. The difference between scenarios II and III is that the former confines the aggressor rows in the PA within a single subarray and the latter activates aggressor rows in the PA across multiple subarrays.

**SHADOW protection capability:** Table II shows that SHADOW with an appropriate RAAIMT has sufficient protection capability in the form of a low bit-flip probability even when $H_{RAAMT}$ is as low as 2K. The detailed mathematical formula for calculating the bit-flip probability considering the bank granularity and limited time interval (e.g., $t_{REFW}$) for each attack scenario is provided in Section XI; the values in Table II are the expanded probabilities of the rank granularity and the one-year time period.

**B. SPICE Circuit Simulation**

We conducted a SPICE circuit simulation to measure the increased row activation time ($t_{RCD}'$) and row-shuffle time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table II: RH-induced bit-flip probability of SHADOW for a DRAM rank within a year. SHADOW’s bit-flip probability is calculated as the highest of the three attack scenarios. (see Section XI). Secure configurations for each $H_{RAAMT}$ are marked in bold.</th>
<th>Table III: Timing values of SHADOW from the SPICE circuit simulation.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RAAIMT</td>
<td>$H_{RAAMT} = 8K$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>2E-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>2E-43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Methodology:** We referenced the methodologies in the prior works [25], [54] and the open-source SPICE DRAM circuit models [54] to derive the sensing time of the remapping-row. We built a DRAM subarray using 55nm Rambus DRAM technology [68] with scaling to a 22nm process based on the ITRS roadmap [29]. We modeled the sense amplifier and isolation transistor using the PTM high-performance model and modeled access transistors using the PTM low-power model [66]. We also modeled the local wordline driver by referring to prior DRAM modeling work [88]. To calculate the timing for DA information reads from the remapping-row over to the paired subarray’s local row decoder, we modeled the new data path using the wire resistance and capacitance data in [68], [84].

**Simulation results:** Table III summarizes the SPICE circuit simulation results. It shows that $t_{RCD}'$, which contains the remapping-row ACT and RD time, is approximately 1.3 times the original $t_{RCD}$. As mentioned in Section VI-A, $t_{RCD}'$ is the time obtained by adding $t_{RD, RM}$ to the default $t_{RCD}$. $t_{RD, RM}$ consists of the remapping-row decoding, remapping-row sensing, and remapping information traversal time. The decoding time in the local row decoder, which quickly turns on the wordline of the remapping-row with the RRA signal, is minimal at 0.33ns. The timing for remapping-row sensing ($t_{RD, RM}$) is less than 20% of the normal $t_{RCD}$ due to the isolation transistor. When the isolation transistor is turned off, the capacitance of the bitline for charge sharing with the remapping-row diminishes by more than 100×. Therefore, the sensing time of the remapping-row is 2.3ns, resulting in a total time for the remapping-row ACT of 2.63ns, whereas the baseline time is 13.7ns. Also, the remapping information (DA) traversal time is less than 10% of the baseline $t_{AA}$. We conservatively set the DA traversal distance between two paired subarrays to half the bank size (i.e., half-height and half-width) by referring to Samsung’s DDR4 [79]. In our SPICE simulation, the wire delay for DA traversal is less than 1ns. This result is reasonable considering that the data traversal time of normal RD in previous works is less than 40% of $t_{AA}$ and that the DA traversal distance is a quarter of the original distance [78], [82].

We also analyzed the timing for the row-shuffle precisely through a SPICE simulation. Inside the row-copy operation [75], we initially set the time required to copy the source row into the row-buffer as $t_{RAS}$ to restore the row-buffer fully, which is a conservative assumption. When SHADOW copies the value from the fully restored row-buffer to a destination row, the necessary time is $0.55 \times t_{RAS}$, based on our SPICE simulation considering the small capacitance of the destination.
row compared to the bitline and row-buffer. Therefore, the total operation time of the row-shuffle described in Section VI-B is revised as \((t_{RD \_RM} + t_{RAS} + t_{RP} + 3.1 \times t_{RAS} + 2 \times t_{RP})\), being 178ns and 186ns in the DDR4-2666 and DDR4-4800 configurations, respectively.

### C. Performance Overhead Analysis

Our performance overhead analysis is two-fold: i) an actual system environment experiment that emulates an RFM interface and ii) an experiment based on an architectural simulator. The former allows us to understand the overhead of SHADOW and other RFM-based schemes (PARFM and Mithril [44]) on an actual system, which may be more capable of hiding the overhead of RFM commands or the modified tRCD values. The latter enables comprehensive comparisons with additional state-of-the-art previous works (Mithril [44], BlockHammer [94], and RRS [72]).

**Methodology:** Table IV summarizes the actual system configuration used for the experiments. Because a processor or a DRAM device supporting RFM commands is not yet publicly available, we emulated the RFM commands by increasing the frequency of conventional refreshes (by reducing tREFI). We modified the DRAM timing parameters (tRCD and tREFI) to emulate SHADOW using a modified Intel Performance Counter Monitor (PCM) tool. For the architectural simulations, we use McSimA+ [2] in a configuration matching an actual system environment, except for a change to DDR5-4800.

We used SPEC CPU2017 [15], GAPBS [5], and NAS Parallel Benchmark suites (NPB) [4]. We categorized the applications in SPEC CPU2017 into three groups based on their memory access frequency: spec-high (bwaves, fotonik3d, lbm, mcf, wrf), spec-med (deepsjeng, gcc, xz), and spec-low (exchange2, imagick, leela). We constructed two multi-programmed workloads, mix-high consisting of 14 spec-high applications and mix-blend consisting of 14 applications uniformly chosen from spec-high, spec-med, and spec-low. Also, we used GAPBS traversing a Kronecker graph with \(2^{26}\) vertices and NPB with class-C for multi-threaded workloads. For the simulation, we used mix-high and mix-blend workloads to populate the threads to 16 and 32 newly constructed mix-random workloads created by randomly selecting 16 SPEC CPU2017 applications. We used the inverse of the execution time and the weighted speedup metric [18] to compare the performance of single-/multi-threaded workloads and multi-programmed workloads, respectively.

We compared the SHADOW with PARFM, Mithril, RRS, and BlockHammer. **PARFM** [44] is a probabilistic RH-protection scheme (PARA [45]) with RFM. It performs TRR on a randomly sampled row whenever RFM commands are issued. We used the RAAIMT values of SHADOW and PARFM, resulting in a RH-induced bit-flip probability of 1% per year. **Mithril** [44] uses the CAM structure based on the Counter-based Summary (CbS) algorithm to track the ACT counts and the row addresses efficiently. Mithril has the flexibility of setting different tracking table sizes and RAAIMT values for a given target \(H_{cnt}\). We use two different classes of configurations for Mithril: performance-optimized Mithril ([Mithril-perf]) with 10KB per bank CAM table, which is expensive in terms of area and power for DRAM manufacturing technology [17], [24], and area-optimized Mithril ([Mithril-area]) with RAAIMT set to 32. **BlockHammer** [94], a representative throttle-based solution, is configured based on the memory access profiling results of the workloads and the target \(H_{cnt}\). **RRS** [72], a state-of-the-art row-shuffle-based RH mitigation scheme, is favorably configured with a row-swap threshold of \(\frac{1}{6}\) of \(H_{cnt}\). We consider the blast radius of 3 as the baseline; a recent study [43] reported that the blast radius could be as wide as 6.

**RFM command emulation:** We emulated the RFM interface by replacing RFM commands with additional auto-refresh commands. To calculate the desired number of auto-refreshes, we calculated the number of RFM operations during tREFW (\(N_{RFM}\)) by dividing the measured ACT counts by RAAIMT.
Then, we increased the number of additional refreshes during tREFW ($N_{REF}$) by reducing the tREFI parameter. We obtained the necessary value of tREFI’ for each experiment through $N_{RFM}$ and $N_{REF}$ as the following equation:

$$t_{REFI}' = t_{REFI} \times \frac{t_{RFC}}{t_{RFC} + t_{RFM} \times N_{RFM} / N_{REF}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

**Actual system experimental results:** Figure 8 depicts the relative performance of SHADOW on multi-programmed, single-threaded SPEC CPU2017 workloads and memory-intensive multi-threaded workloads (GAPBS and NPB) in comparison with the PARFM, Mithril, and double refresh rate (DRR) approaches. First, when the system executes the single-threaded applications, SHADOW and the other schemes rarely increase the execution time. Despite the longer tRCD of SHADOW, the impact of SHADOW on the system performance is insignificant, being less than 2% even on spec-high. Even when $H_{cnt}$ decreases, the change in such a trend is small because single applications incur neither a large number of ACTs nor RFM commands. With multi-threaded and multi-programmed workloads, SHADOW demonstrates comparable or superior performance compared to PARFM, especially when $H_{cnt}$ is low. For Mithril-perf, the performance overhead is smaller than that of SHADOW, but it requires around 10KB CAM per DRAM bank. Lastly, the gap between Mithril-area and SHADOW shrinks at a lower $H_{cnt}$, but the required CAM structure of Mithril-area reaches 5KB per bank when $H_{cnt}$ is 2K. SHADOW generally shows less performance overhead due to its lower RAAIMT than PARFM and shows comparable performance compared to Mithril-area/perf.

Even under the worst-case synthetic, adversarial pattern of performance that is not observed in actual applications, SHADOW ensures robustness with less than 3% and 9% performance degradation compared to the baseline with and without the RFM command, respectively. The two main factors that degrade the performance of SHADOW are the increase in tRCD and the periodic RFM command. Thus, we set a random stream microbenchmark that issues frequent activations as the baseline. It is sensitive to tRCD changes and can frequently trigger RFM. Upon this, SHADOW’s tRCD increase results in a performance degradation of only 3%. Moreover, even when the effect of the theoretically most frequent RFM commands is imposed, calculated based on the maximum possible number of activations under the JEDEC interface, less than 9% performance degradation is observed. Such an impact of the RFM is not only applied to SHADOW but all RFM-compatible schemes.

**tRCD sensitivity in SHADOW:** We conducted a sensitivity study of the tRCD timing parameters by changing the tRCD values to 23 tCK and 27 tCK from SHADOW’s default value of 25 tCK, where tCK is the DRAM cycle time (0.75ns for DDR4-2666). Figure 9 illustrates the normalized weighted speedup in each case with the baseline parameter of 19 tCK tRCD without SHADOW (see Table IV). The performance effect of a higher tRCD value is noticeable when $H_{cnt}$ is 16K, especially in the memory-intensive mix-high case. However, when $H_{cnt}$ is as low as 2K, the effect of a different tRCD shrinks due to the more frequent RFM commands that are issued. In all cases, the performance overhead of SHADOW is less than 4%, which is much lower than doubling the refresh rate.

**Blast radius sensitivity in SHADOW:** SHADOW has less performance degradation than previous RFM-compatible schemes at a high blast radius. Figure 10 shows the performance overhead of SHADOW, PARFM, and Mithril according to the blast radius. When the blast radius is greater than two, SHADOW’s performance surpasses those of the other schemes.

**Architectural simulation results:** Figure 11 shows that SHADOW demonstrates robust performance in a wide range of workloads and $H_{cnt}$ values, which is better than other schemes when $H_{cnt}$ is less than 4K. In particular, the other row-shuffle-based RH mitigation scheme (RRS) blocks the entire memory channel to perform row-shuffles, which incurs high performance overhead, as in [53], [74]. SHADOW’s row-shuffle operation utilizes the DRAM chip’s internal bandwidth, which is more efficient, especially when frequent row-shuffles occur at a low value of $H_{cnt}$. BlockHammer also incurs high overhead with a low $H_{cnt}$, as the necessary delay becomes too long [44], [67] and the possibility of misidentifying a normal memory access also increases.
remapping-row accesses rather than the row-shuffle operations.

This minimally suggests that it is dominated by the additional fact that the overall power consumption of SHADOW changes RFM commands increases as actual system environment (Table IV). The number of issued based on the number of memory commands measured in the compared to that of the baseline system, with both calculated the relative system-level power consumption of SHADOW 2K and with a memory-intensive workload. Figure 12 shows the system-wide scale, being less than 0.63% even when using the DRAM process.

[72], which occupies less than 0.1% of the DRAM chip area, wordlines and bitlines in a subarray. Lastly, SHADOW utilizes for the signals would be negligible compared to the numbers of assumed that the area overhead of three additional wire paths MUX for a column decoder, and a control logic component. 9-bit row address latches, a 7-bit subarray index latch, a per-bank SHADOW controller includes an ACT counter, six and remapping-rows. These additional rows are feasible given the existing spare-row implementation scheme [40], [81]. The

Methodology: To analyze the area and power overhead of SHADOW, we designed the SHADOW controller and additional logic in each subarray using Verilog. We synthesized them with CMOS 40nm technology using the Synopsys Design Compiler [48]. We scaled the area overhead of the logic in SHADOW to a 22nm DRAM process, considering that a DRAM process is 10× less dense than an ASIC process due to the inferior driving current and fewer metal layers [17], [24]. We calculated the DRAM power using the Micron DDR4 calculator [56] and by referring to the Micron DDR5 datasheet [57]. We regarded the TDP (Thermal Design Power) of the CPU as the power of the processor in our experiments.

Synthesis results: The total area overhead of the SHADOW logic in a DRAM chip is 0.35mm², which is equivalent to 0.47% of a DDR5 chip [42], and the DRAM capacity overhead for additional rows is 0.6% considering empty rows and remapping-rows. These additional rows are feasible given the existing spare-row implementation scheme [40], [81]. The per-bank SHADOW controller includes an ACT counter, six 9-bit row address latches, a 7-bit subarray index latch, a MUX for a column decoder, and a control logic component. In each subarray, a MUX and a DEMUX are included. We assumed that the area overhead of three additional wire paths for the signals would be negligible compared to the numbers of wordlines and bitlines in a subarray. Lastly, SHADOW utilizes one PRINCE block cipher-based RNG unit per chip [8], [71], [72], which occupies less than 0.1% of the DRAM chip area, even when using the DRAM process.

The power consumption of SHADOW is negligible on the system-wide scale, being less than 0.63% even when $H_{\text{cut}}$ is 2K and with a memory-intensive workload. Figure 12 shows the relative system-level power consumption of SHADOW compared to that of the baseline system, with both calculated based on the number of memory commands measured in the actual system environment (Table IV). The number of issued RFM commands increases as $H_{\text{cut}}$ decreases. However, the fact that the overall power consumption of SHADOW changes minimally suggests that it is dominated by the additional remapping-row accesses rather than the row-shuffle operations.

D. Area and Power Analysis

Methodology: To analyze the area and power overhead of SHADOW, we designed the SHADOW controller and additional logic in each subarray using Verilog. We synthesized them with CMOS 40nm technology using the Synopsys Design Compiler [48]. We scaled the area overhead of the logic in SHADOW to a 22nm DRAM process, considering that a DRAM process is 10× less dense than an ASIC process due to the inferior driving current and fewer metal layers [17], [24]. We calculated the DRAM power using the Micron DDR4 calculator [56] and by referring to the Micron DDR5 datasheet [57]. We regarded the TDP (Thermal Design Power) of the CPU as the power of the processor in our experiments.

Synthesis results: The total area overhead of the SHADOW logic in a DRAM chip is 0.35mm², which is equivalent to 0.47% of a DDR5 chip [42], and the DRAM capacity overhead for additional rows is 0.6% considering empty rows and remapping-rows. These additional rows are feasible given the existing spare-row implementation scheme [40], [81]. The per-bank SHADOW controller includes an ACT counter, six 9-bit row address latches, a 7-bit subarray index latch, a MUX for a column decoder, and a control logic component. In each subarray, a MUX and a DEMUX are included. We assumed that the area overhead of three additional wire paths for the signals would be negligible compared to the numbers of wordlines and bitlines in a subarray. Lastly, SHADOW utilizes one PRINCE block cipher-based RNG unit per chip [8], [71], [72], which occupies less than 0.1% of the DRAM chip area, even when using the DRAM process.

The power consumption of SHADOW is negligible on the system-wide scale, being less than 0.63% even when $H_{\text{cut}}$ is 2K and with a memory-intensive workload. Figure 12 shows the relative system-level power consumption of SHADOW compared to that of the baseline system, with both calculated based on the number of memory commands measured in the actual system environment (Table IV). The number of issued RFM commands increases as $H_{\text{cut}}$ decreases. However, the fact that the overall power consumption of SHADOW changes minimally suggests that it is dominated by the additional remapping-row accesses rather than the row-shuffle operations.

VIII. Discussion

Hardware RNG unit in DRAM: We can implement the RNG unit with negligible overhead based on block ciphers, as in [8], [38], [71], [72]. The required per-chip random number throughput of SHADOW is 126Mbits/s, with 4K $H_{\text{cut}}$ and a conservative 32-bit random number for Row$_{\text{aggr}}$ and Row$_{\text{rand}}$ in each case. The PRINCE block cipher can generate more than a Gbit/sec of random numbers, even under the slow DRAM core frequency. It can also be transferred via a 1-bit signal path in advance and buffered at each bank’s SHADOW controller. Additionally, a linear-feedback shift register-based (LFSR) RNG with its seed being periodically randomized can also be used to ensure much lower area/power overhead [64], [97]. Recent DDR5 memory chips are already equipped with LFSR to generate read training patterns [35].

The security of the RNG unit also affects the security of SHADOW. We can enhance the RNG unit with boot-time or periodic key and counter initialization strategies utilizing CPU-side true RNG units.

Soft post package repair (sPPR): Since DDR4, the JEDEC interface [33], [35] defines an sPPR mechanism that allows an OS or a user to replace a faulty row address during runtime. The fact that the tRCD value is unmodified even after sPPR implies that there is a low-overhead address relocation path that is reusable by SHADOW. Also, the number of possible sPPR replacements per bank-group has continually increased over recent generations [70], suggesting that SHADOW can exploit such resources in the future or even provide the required mechanism for such an enhanced sPPR.

Optimizing RFM interface with a filtering counter structure: Earlier suggested efficient memory-access filtering structures can be orthogonally adopted to SHADOW by optimizing the RFM interface. Prior works such as BlockHammer [94] and Hydra [67] utilize efficient random projection-based counter structures [60] such as a dual-counting Bloom filter (D-CBF) or a group-count table (GCT), which allows them to filter out the majority of the memory accesses from the normal workloads. When such a filtering process exists before issuing the RFM command, it has the potential greatly to decrease the number of unnecessary RFM issues and thus mitigate the ensuing performance degradation.
IX. RELATED WORK

Tracker-based RH protection schemes: Graphene [62] exploits a CAM structure based on the Misra-Gries [58] algorithm to track the number of ACTs to each DRAM row efficiently. RRS [72] also uses the Misra-Gries tracker and a row indirection table of a matching size, which is optimized by a collision-avoidance-table [71]. BlockHammer [94] uses a dual-counting Bloom filter [12] to track the ACT counts of each row. Mithril [44] and PROTRR [55] are two concurrent DRAM-side approaches that both use a modified Misra-Gries tracker and an RFM interface. However, under a low $H_{cnt}$ and a broad blast radius, such SRAM- or CAM-based structures incur the scalability issue.

Tracker-less RH protection schemes: Panopticon [6] employs a per-row ACT counter by modifying two MAT structures per subarray. However, its TRR-based RH mitigation scheme is inefficient against blast-attacks compared to row-shuffle. PARA [45] uses a stateless logic component to trigger TRR with a low probability whenever an ACT command is issued. However, the performance overhead is exacerbated with high sensitivity under a low $H_{cnt}$.

X. CONCLUSION

We have proposed SHADOW, an RFM-compatible in-DRAM row-shuffle-based Row Hammer mitigation solution that provides superior protection capability against the non-adjacent Row Hammer attacks. SHADOW adopts the newly introduced JEDEC RFM interface to trigger row-shuffle operations in DRAM without adding new DRAM commands. The row-shuffle operations of SHADOW dynamically randomize the physical adjacency between any row pair within a DRAM subarray so that it efficiently prevents non-adjacent Row Hammer attacks and attackers from generating sophisticated RH attack patterns. By populating an additional DRAM row per subarray, SHADOW efficiently tracks all of the remapping information of shuffled DRAM rows. The proposed SHADOW optimizes the access latency to the remapping information by leveraging and repurposing the DRAM internal circuitry. SHADOW identifies the row to shuffle without an additional tracking table, which would otherwise incur high overhead. Our evaluation shows that SHADOW provides superior protection against non-adjacent Row Hammer attacks in comparison with other Row Hammer mitigation schemes and incurs little area/energy overhead.
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XI. APPENDIX: RH-INDUCED BIT-FLIP PROBABILITY OF THREE ATTACK SCENARIOS FOR SHADOW

The number of rows in a single subarray is denoted as $N_{row}$ (e.g., 512). We also define $W_{sum}$ as the weighted sum of the effects all aggressors within the blast range can have on a victim, for which we set it to 3.5 as the default value.

Attack scenario I: We represent scenario I by exploiting the buckets and balls model [72]; rows in the subarray and attack rounds are represented as buckets and balls, respectively. The number of buckets is $N_{row}$, as its definition suggests. Meanwhile, the number of balls is also $N_{row}$, due to the incremental refresh technique that limits the duration of attack scenario I under an incremental refresh window (i.e., $N_{row}$ number of RFM commands). We define $M_1$ as the minimum number of RFM intervals required to activate the aggressor rows for an attacker to cause RH bit-flips on a victim row. At this point, the bit-flip probability of SHADOW for scenario I, denoted as $P_1$, can be described as the probability of one or more buckets containing $M_1$ balls when throwing $N_{row}$ balls into $N_{row}$ buckets. The success probability of one trial ($p$) is $W_{sum}/N_{row}$. We determine $P_1$ conservatively as follows using the Bernoulli trial method:

$$P_1 = N_{row} \times \left( \frac{N_{row}}{M_1} \right) \times p^{M_1} \times (1 - p)^{N_{row} - M_1}$$

(2)

Attack scenario II: We can create a recurrence formula for the bit-flip probability of scenario II, denoted as $P_2[n]$, where $n$ stands for the $n$-th RFM command. We denote the number of different aggressor rows that are activated as $N_{Aggr}$. We also define $m$ as RAAIMT/$N_{Aggr}$, which means that $m$ ACTs are executed for each aggressor during a single RFM interval. Similar to scenario I, $M_2$ denotes the necessary number of RFM commands by which an aggressor can evade a SHADOW row-shuffle to cause an RH bit-flip from the perspective of any single aggressor. The recurrence equation for $P_2[n]$ is as follows:

$$P_2[n] = P_2[n-1] + (1 - P_2[i - M_2 - 1]) \times \frac{1}{N_{Aggr}} \left(1 - \frac{1}{N_{Aggr}}\right)^{M_2}$$

(3)

We sweep all possible variations of $N_{Aggr}$ from 1 to RAAIMT. The incremental refresh of SHADOW sets an additional constraint for a successful attack: $m \times N_{row} < H_{cnt}$. This creates an upper bound of $M_2$, decreasing the failure possibility. We calculate $P_2[N_{row}]$ and conservatively report $N_{Aggr} \times P_2[N_{row}]$, finding that there are $N_{Aggr}$ different aggressor rows.

Attack scenario III: We again define $M_3$ with the same meaning, which is also expressed as $H_{cnt}/m$. The recurrence equation for the bit-flip probability of scenario III, $P_3[n]$, is identical to Equation 3 only with $M_2$ replaced by $M_3$. We conservatively ignore the possible benefit of an incremental refresh. With the last $P_3[\text{last}]$ bit-flip probability in a tREFW window calculated, we again conservatively report $N_{Aggr} \times P_3[\text{last}]$. 


